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FROM THE CHAIRMAN 

This is the time of year that we as growers sit back and 
reflect on the season gone and what the future may hold 
for us. 

The future ahead is different for each of us as we are all 
at different stages of our working life, family 
responsibilities and health. For the individual grower it can 
be very diverse and different to his neighbour across the 
road and so it should be too. We are individual business 
men and women. Our aim however, as growers of dried 
vine fruit in Australia is to use our individuality and resourcefulness to produce 
quality dried fruit to a world class standard right across all producers in order 
to give customers the very best possible food. 

This is where we need to be all singing the same song but using harmonies 
to augment the sound and back each other up. The world market is a big place 
and a united industry is the best option we have. 

The ADFA board and staff, represent you all in a range of areas to the best 
of their ability. As you read through this issue of the D F News you can see the 
range of activities we deal with on your behalf. Sometimes we win, sometimes 
we lose, sometimes it's a stalemate but we are always having a go. 

A good news story is the recent appointment of the MADEC office in 
Mildura to organize the National harvest labour trail for all seasonal workers in 
Australia. ADFA has been involved in pushing the need for this service for 3-4 
years. This is a real show of confidence in our region by the Federal 
Government and I congratulate MADEC for its work over the last few years 
after taking over from the Growers Labour League. I wish them well in their 
new role. 

The handing down of the recent national wage decision approving a 
$17/week increase was very disappointing as this wage rise will hurt all 
farmers. As a member of the National Farmers Federation, we argued against a 
rise based on the inability of our members to carry this added cost. The unions 
asked for $24.60 and state governments wanted $18.00 - so you can see if we 
did not oppose these unreasonable claims, the final result would be worse. We 
tried. 

You may have heard in the media that the ADFA has engaged a consultant to 
assist us in working up a case for some form of Government assistance for 
growers to facilitate ongoing restructuring of the dried vine fruits industry. We 
need to do our homework well and get the information that Governments 
require for their decision making. This redevelopment program is all about the 
future of our industry, both short and long term. 

It will take a little time, some money and a lot of effort and we are 
determined to achieve a good outcomefor our industry. 

When the ADFA Board finalises the submission to Government, based on the 
consultants report, we will keep you informed of progress. 

I hope that your pruning gives you just rewards next harvest. 
PS: Over the last few months, members have received thousands of dollars 

through our Partnership Program and the Growmart rebate and ADFA shop 
discount. These are available to you if you are a member, if you are not an 
ADFA member, then how about joining us. 

Regards, Peter Jones. 
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INDUSTRY NEWS FROM THE ADFA BOARD OF MANAGEMENT 

2003 Harvest 
While final delivery figures are not yet available, the 2003 harvest of 
dried vine fruits looks like being close to half of last year's total of about 
37,000 tonnes. 

Dried Vme Fruits Industry Restructuring Proposal 
The ADFA Board of Management has endorsed the engagement of 
Thomson's as the consultants to assist with the preparation of a proposal 
for a Dried Vine Fruits Industry Redevelopment Program. The Board 
will ultimately consider the consultant's recommendations and finalise 
the submission to Government seeking funding assistance. 
Refer to the article on page 7 for more details. 

Imports 
Total imports for the 12 months ending 28 Feb 2003 were 18,567 tonnes 
-more than 3,000 tonnes down on the previous year. Currant & Sultana 
imports were down by 375 tonnes & 2,918 tonnes respectively. 
However, impotts of "other" dried vine fruits were up by 1125 tonnes. 

Imports in March & April 2003 were: 
Currants 354.97 tonnes (up 69 tonnes on Mar/Apr 02) 
Sultanas 302.15 tonnes (down 56 tonnes on Mar/Apr 02) 
Others 309.92 tonnes (up 26 tonnes on Mar/Apr 02) 

ADFA Wins Drainage Rate Exemption For Growers 
The ADFA has won an exemption from the MRCCs differential 
drainage rate for all dried vine fruit growers and Other horticulturists in 
the Mildura, Merbein & Red Cliffs areas which fall within the MRCC 
jurisdiction. 
The new MRCC has responded to the AD FA's continuous lobbying on 
this matter and agreed to the exemption for all horticulturists, for all 
blocks 2.01ha or more in area. 
The saving to growers is $125 PER ANNUM for each $250,000 in land 
value. 

Water Issues 
A wide range of water related issues continue to dominate the local 
agenda. 'Ihese include: 
• Water availability in 2003/04 
• Living Murray Discussion Paper - Environmental Flows 
• Victorian Government Roundtable on Water Rights 
• MCMA Draft Victorian Malice Salinity & Water Quality Management 
Plan 
Refer to the article on page 4 for more details. 

ADFA Federal Council & Open Day 2003 
The dates for the 2003 Federal Council meetings have been set. The 
Federal Council Open Day will be held on Tuesday 22 July 2003, from 
1 pm at the Grand Hotel, Mil dura. The formal Federal Council meeting 
will be held the foilowing day, Wednesday 23 July 2003. 
Refer to page 11 for more details on the draft program. 

Rural Leadership Program 
The ADFA Board of Management recently resolved to sponsor a 
member to attend the Marcus Oldham Rural Leadership Program 
course in June 2003. 

The Board. sees this sponsorship as an important investment in the 

future of the industry and the organisation. 

The Rural Leadership Program aims to develop leadership qualities of 

Australians involved in agriculture. Participants will concentrate on 

developing leadership skills, self-confidence and personal 

effectiveness. Some of the main activities will include: 

• Communication skills 

• Personal assertiveness 

• Public speaking 

• Interpersonal skills 

• Meeting skills & Negotiations 

ADFA Membership Benefits 

Members may recall that the ADFA has established a Partnership 

Program with farm input suppliers - with Growmart being our first 

partner. 

The arrangement with Growmart resulted in ADFA members being 

offered a rebate of 15c/litre on drying oil purchases. 

Members who took advantage of this offer, will have received their 

rebate cheques from ADFA in recent days. The ADFA is pleased with 

this initiative which resulted in thousands of dollars being rebated to 

members. 

Membership 

Growers joining the ADFA will now have to pay an application fee as 

well as completing a form giving processors the authority to deduct the 

ADFA membership fee (currently $8/tonne) on aU dried vine fruit 

deliveries. 

The up front application fee wiii ensure that growers joining the ADFA 

contribute a pro-rata membership fee depending on the length of the 

period until the next harvest. The pro-rata fee will be 75%, 50% or 25% 

of the normal membership fee, depending if joining before 30 August, 

30 November or 1 December or later. 

Generic Promotion 

The ADFA is keen to undertake a number of initiatives aimed at 

enhancing the promotion of Australian Dried Vine Fmits. While these 

activities are still to be finalised, they may include a targeted mailing 

(and dried fruit gift basket) to magazine and newspaper food writers 

around Australia as well as updating and printing of a range of 

promotional materials for use by schoolchildren and others. 

Your Membership Status? 

Unsure if you are currently a member of ADFA? 

If you are a member, then you will have recently received an ADFA 

Membership Card and been advised of your unique membership 

number. 

If you don't have a card, then you arc NOT a current member. 

Please contact the ADFA to obtain a Membership Application & 

Authority form. 

After expressions of interest were invited from members, the decision Please note that ADFA continues to circulate this newsletter to all dried 

--~-' 

was made to sponsor Andrew Hudson of Merbein. fruit growers as a service to the industry. _.)"' 
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WATER ISSUES UPDATE 

MRCC Drainage Tax Exemption Won By ADFA 
The new MRCC has responded to an ADFA submission & 
continuous pressure and agreed to exempt dried vine fruit growers 
and other horticulturists from the differential drainage rate 
imposed in 2002/2003. The exemption includes those growers 
with private drainage systems & includes blocks 2.0lha or more 
in size. The saving to all growers will be $125 per annum for each 
$250,000 in land value. 
The ADFA fought the previous Council over this matter since 
August 2002 & constantly highlighted the inequities associated 
with the rebate eligibility criteria that were being used in 
assessing grower applications for the rebate. One of the major 
concerns related to the arbitrary use of 4ha as the minimum block 
size to qualify for the rebate. 
ADFA argued for an exemption from the new drainage tax for all 
commercial horticulturists, including those growers who provide 
private drainage systems. 
The exemption will save horticulturists in the MRCC areas more 
than $400,000 pa. The saving to individuals is 0.05cents/$ land 
value, or $125 per annum for each $250,000 in land value. On a 
block worth $500,000, the saving will be $250pa. 

The Living Murray Initiative 
The Murray-Darling Basin Ministerial Council has 
agreed to a revised timetable for community 
engagement and the decision making process relating 
to the 11 Living Murrayn. 
This extension followed calls from industry and the 
Council's Community Advisory Committee on 8 April 
2003 for additional time to be provided for the 
community to consider the results of scientific & 
socio-economic sh1dies which are not expected to be 
available until after August 2003. 

Crean Statement on Enviromnental Flows 
The ADFA, NFF & Federal Minister for Agriculture 
have criticised the Opposition Leader's comments 
suggesting that a future Labour Government would 
implement the 1,500 GL option to increase 
environmental flows in the Murray River, within a 
decade. 
Given the timing of the Murray-Darling Ministerial 
Council decision to extend the community 
consultation period, the Crean statement should be 
taken for what it was · a blatant attempt to buy 
potential votes in the main cities. 

The Mallee Catchment Management Authority 
(MCMA) Draft Victorian Mallee Salinity & Water 
Quality Management Plan 
The MCMA released this draft plan for community 
comment in mid March, with comments due by the 
extended deadline of 30 June 2003. This plan will 
guide Government investment and forms parl of the 
Regional Catchment Strategy. 
Following community feedback, MCMA will finalise 
the plan and refer it to the Victorian Government for 
endorsement. The draft plan raises a number of 
contentious issues relating to: 
• Deep ground water pumping to reduce salinity 
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• Future -irrigation developers meeting environmental & river 
salinity costs 
• Continuous improvement of existing irrigation systems 
• Environmental flow issues 
• Compulsory irrigation system checks for licence renewal 
• Inequitable treatment of irrigators 
• 

11Duty of Caren 

The Sunraysia Horticultural Alliance, comprising organisations 
representing dried vine fruits, wine grapes, citrus growers, table 
grapes & beekeepers, has met and discussed a range of these 
issues causing concern to growers. 
Alliance members have agreed to work together in preparing 
regional responses to proposed water reforms. Initially, the 
Alliance will prepare a joint submission responding to the draft 
MCMAplan. 
All industry groups have serious concerns with any proposal 
which impinges on growers water property rights or involves a 
move to a regulatory rather than an incentives approach to 
improved irrigation management in Sunraysia. 
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Horticulture Australia 

INDUSTRY ADVISORY COMMITTEES 
DRIED FRUIT RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 

& DRIED GRAPE MARKETING REPORT 

The tonnage. of sultanas produced in 2003 is estimated to be 
13,250 tonnes. This represents less than half last year's crop size 
and continues a period of tonnages varying greatly from year to 
year. 

A below average fruitfulness of sultana vines was the starting 
point for a crop that was battered by heat, rain and wind that 
combined to reduce the crop to one scarcely larger than 2001 
which was the smallest since expansion of the industry following 
the First World War. 

Despite the extreme weather events endured by the crop, the 
product quality is generally very good. 4 & 5 Crown fruit makes 
up half the receivals, and 97% of the pack is 3 Crown or better. 
Only 3% of the pack has been graded as manufacturing grade, 1 
or 2 Crown. Of the 3, 4 & 5 Crown fruit, 70% has been graded as 
light in colour. A much higher percentage of the pack wonld have 
been downgraded in previous seasons prior to the widespread 
adoption of mechanised production systems that now allow early 
and rapid intervention by growers in committing fruit to drying. 
The crop salvage strategies implemented following the rain event 
can only be described as successful from a crop quality viewpoint 
although green tinge continues to be a concern. 

It has been an interesting observation that those growers who wet 
their fruit with drying emulsion a day or two prior to the rainstorm 
suffered much less crop loss than other growers. This practice is 
being reviewed as a potential risk management strategy to adopt 
in future when storms are predicted with a high degree of 
probability. 

The excellent follow up weather during the drying season was 
punctuated with some predicted rain periods. In monitoring the 
forecast weather the following sites on the internet are valuable 
sources of information: 
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Mallee and District Towns Forecast - Web address: 
http:/ /www.bom.gov.au/cgi-bin/wrap-fwo. pi ?IDV 1700 !.txt 
Agnet- Australian 1 0 Day Precipitation Outlook
http://agnet.corn.au/wpreaus.htrnl 
The outlook is presented in the following image that indicates the 
level of rainfall predicted by the different colours: 

Precipilolion (mm) 
during !he 5-day period: 

rue, 20 IAAY 2003 of 002 
-to-

Sun, 2S !.lAY 2003 <1\ 002 

SUn, 25 IA,\,Y 200J ot 0(12 
-to-

Fri, 30 !JAY 2o!J0.3 ot OOZ 

If the above internet addresses are stored as favorites then it is a 
simple task to access their predictions. 

The other varietal tonnages produced in 2003 are: 
Natural Snltanas 333 tonnes 
Currants 1 ,882 tonnes 
Raisins I Natural Raisins I ,296 tonnes 
Sunmuscat 
Other (Flame seedless & Shirana) 
Total all varieties including sultana 

813 tonnes 
49 tonnes 
l7 ,631 tonnes 

Do you have a vision to expand, improve 
productivity, efficiency, sustainability and 
profitability? If so, you will need a lender who will 
understand your business and support you over the 
long term through the peaks and troughs of 
agriculture. 

As Victoria's specialist rural lender, at Rural Finance 
we understand farming as well as finance. We 
provide personal service with on-farm visits by 
lenders with rural experience and knowledge, 
competitive and flexible loan packages designed to 
meet the needs of individual farmers and no 
ongoing fees. 

lt makes good sense to deal with a rural lender that 
has supported Victorian farmers since 1945. 
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Horticulture Australia 

INDUSTRY ADVISORY COMMITTEES 
DRIED FRUIT RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 

& DRIED GRAPE MARKETING REPORT 

DRIED GRAPE RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT 
The Dried Grape Research & Development Advisory Committee met in 
December & April to consider research proposals and full R&D 
application for projects funded through the industry research levy that is 
matched by the Commonwealth government. A summary of the new 
projects supported by the Committee follows: 

• Sustainable management of Aspergillus carbonarius in vineyards. 
Aspergillus carbonarius produces Ochratoxin A in infected grapes. When 
rain damage occurs just before harvest the incidence of Aspergillus 
carbonarius and hence OA increases. The project will increase the 
understanding of the development of Aspergillus carbonarius in vineyard 
soils and identify cultural practices that will minimise the incidence of it 
in vineyards. It win also evaluate chemical treatments to reduce berry 
splitting and mould development. 

• Influence of vine spacing on productivity and water use efficiency 
in production systems. 
The project will develop guidelines to assists grOwers in deciding on in
row vine spacing distance~ that maximises yields of quality dried grapes 
and assists with nutrient and water use efficiency across a range of typical 
soil types encountered within the Sunraysia region. 

• Optimising Sunmuscat dried fruit quality (berry size & flavour) 
The project will identify of vineyard management practices that will 
optimise berry size and muscat flavour in dried Sunmuscat grapes. 
Investigations will optimise cane length and number through 
management techniques and identify optimum GA application 
technique.<;. Muscat flavour intensity will be monitored in fresh and dried 
fruit samples during ripening to identify the optimum harvest window for 
muscat flavour. Consumer testing of dried fruit to pinpoint differences in 
the product and consumer preferences will be carried out. 

• Development of drying grape cultivars with decreased browning 
Fruit colour is a major quality factor for dried Sultanas, with light golden 
coloured fruit attracting a premium over brown fruit and dark brown fruit 
receiving lower prices. 

DRIED GRAPE INDUSTRY 
TURKEY I GREECE 

STUDY TOUR 
Mid September 2003 

Dried grape producers interested in visiting Turkey 
to inspect the vineyards and processing facilities 
near lzmir are invited to express your Interest .. 

Contact either the ADFA on (03 50235174) or 
Horticulture Australia on (03 50221515) to 
receive more information on this proposed study 
tour. 

If sufficient participants are Interested it will be 
conducted during the Turk•s harvest period in Mid 
September 2003. 
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The enzyme polyphenol oxidase (PPO) has been shown to cause 
browning in Sultana during drying and the level of this enzyme 
influences fruit colour. Using gene technology it is possible to produce 
low browning cultivars that produce light coloured fruit regardless of the 
drying conditions during the harvest period. 

• Breeding and developing grapevine rootstocks adapted to 
Australian conditions 
The project aims to release new, superior rootstocks for dried grape 
production specifically adapted to the conditions of Australian 
viticulture. The rootstocks will result in grafted vines with moderate 
vigour suited for the consistent production of quality product, compatible 
with appropriate drying varieties for low-input, mechanised production 
systems. 

• Riverlink ~ Supporting industry and R & D agency co~ordination in 
Sunraysia I Riverland 
The project will provide support for industry and R & D agency tri state 
(SA, NSW, Vic) coordination through Riverlink providing cross border 
program management and ensuring regional R & D is aligned with 
industry priorities and strategic directions. 

• Assessment of plastic storage bins to replace wooden bulk bins in 
dried vine fruit storage 
The project will evaluate the use of plastic bulk storage bins as an 
alternative to wooden bulk bins. Wooden bulk bins can be a source of 
physical and microbial contamination. They are not viewed as a long
term option in a quality controlled environment and alternatives need to 
be evaluated. The impact of plastic bins on quality deterioration of dried 
grapes in storage will be investigated and possible advantages in tenns of 
moisture loss and uptake, colour deterioration, tainting and infestation 
control will be assessed 

--------------
0 ~JNEYA.Rbs p 

-~O VINE NURSERY '1>_;... 
$~ ABN56256954427 '% 

PROVIDE THE FOLLOWING:-

* GRAFTED VINES & ROOTLINGS * 

* FIELD GROWN * METRE HIGH * 

* WINE, TABLE & DRIED FRUIT VARIETIES* 

ALSO A VAILABI~E:-

THE NEW DRIED FRUIT VARIETY:-

SIDRANA (S67) 

FOR YOUR REQUIREMENTS & ORDERS 
CONTACT' BRIAN ENGLEFIELD 4".:"""'~ 

(.) 
PHONE (03) 50260255 
FAX (03) 50260246 
MOBILE 0419 337 233 

ACCREDITED' 
N-012 

Ql ~LII' '1:-;rs FOR ()l \LI1\ Cl<c\I'FS 

---------------- >' 
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DRIED VINE FRUITS INDUSTRY - REDEVELOPMENT PROGRAM 

CONSULTANT ENGAGED TO ASSIST 
ADFA WITH REDEVELOPMENT PROPOSAL 

Soon after the 2003 dried vine fruit harvest began and following the, 
severe damage caused to some crops due to rain & humidity in 
February, the ADFA Board of Management identified the following 
urgent industry needs: 

to ensure appropriate support measures including financial 
assistance & counseling are in place for those growers in need, 

to develop a plan that will facilitate the continued restructuring of 
the dried vine fruits industry & engender grower confidence and 
continuing investment- thus ensuring the industry retains critical 
mass and capacity to remain a consistent supplier of quality dried 
fruit. 

On 5 May 2003, the Board endorsed the decision to engage a 
consultant, Thomsons (Accountants & Advisors) to assist the ADFA 
develop a proposal for consideration by Government. 

Background: 
The ADFA Chairman, Peter Jones & General Manager, Phil Chidgzey 
met with the Victorian Minister for Agriculture, Bob Cameron in early 
March and outlined the impact of the season and seriousness of the 
industry situation. Even at that early stage, ADFA flagged the need for 
a program that would help maintain confidence, stimulate investment 
and improve risk management. It was envisaged that such a program 
would help ensure investment in new technologies (both production 
and environmental) continued. 

In early March, the ADFA also contacted all relevant Ministers & 
Members of Parliament ensuring that there was appropriate awareness 
of the current industry situation. The ADFA Board also agreed that an 
urgent meeting be held with appropriate agencies & stakeholders to 
consider the best way to progress a Dried Vine Fruits Industry 
Redevelopment Program that would need Federal Government 
support. 

Board members felt that consideration should be given to: 
Preparing a careful, considered approach & establishing hard facts 
to support our case 

Any proposal needs to focus on a whole of industry approach (all 
growers) and both production and environmental best practice 
rcdevel<~pment 

A major aim should be improved risk management amongst dried 
vine fruit growers 

Previous restmcturing programs (eg Dairy and Sugar) should be 
reviewed as part of the process 

Highlighting positives in the industry such as increasing use of 
contracts, Australian product premiums, an excellent R&D program 
that had provided industry with the technology needed & recent 
processor investment 

Keeping Members of Parliament well informed as the program was 
developed. 

The stakeholder meeting, included several State & Federal agencies, 
was held and offered broad support for the concept of a Redevelopment 
Program and acknowledged that ADFA should take the lead role in 
developing a proposal. 

• Another aim of a Redevelopment Program will be the retention of the 
current top growers in the industry, as well as stimulation of investment 
by the next group of growers (with the potential to redevelop or 
buildup) enabling them to move into the top production group through 
adoption of best practice production & environmental management 
systems & technologies. 
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The consultant, Thornsons, has extensive knowledge and experience in 
the dried vine fruits industry that will be a valuable asset in preparing 
this report. 

The Consultant's Terms of Reference include: 
Undertaking appropriate economic analyses to provide an accurate 
picture of the current state of the industry and show the potential 
benefits to be derived from "best practice11 redevelopment. 

Assessing the likely number of dried vine fruit growers with the 
potential to redevelop 

Commenting on future processor/marketer requirements for 
different dried vine fruit varieties & use of contracts. 

Defining current "best practice" and explaining what economic, 
social and environmental outcomes can be achieved from the 
proposed program. 

Recommending a Model for implementing the proposed program, 
including criteria for assessing funding applications and conditions 
to be applied to assistance 

Identifying and reviewing other successful industry programs such 
as the Kickstart Program and reporting on the evaluation of results 
achieved 

Assisting with supporting arguments for use in justifying 
Government funding assistance 

Outlining a whole of industry approach that deals with all growers, 
including those currently in financial difficulty. 

The components of any Redevelopment Program proposal have not yet 
been determined and will be included in the recommendations made by 
the consultant. 

The deadline for receipt of the consultant1s final report and 
recommendation is mid July 2003. At that time, the ADFA Board of 
Management will immediately review the Consultant1s report and 
consult stakeholders as required. 

The ADFA will then finalise its submission to Government for a Dried 
Vine Fruits Industry Redevelopment Program. 

The ADFA Shop offers Cold & Flu prevention 
& treatments for the whole family with the 

BLACKMORES WINTER RANGE 

Self-defence against: 

Colds & Flu I Sore Throat I Coughs 
Bronchitis I Runny Nose I Fever & Body Aches 

Cold Sores I Immune Support for Winter 

FOR MORE INFORMATION COME IN AND SEE OUR 
FRIENDLY STAFF DINKY, BELINDA, DENISE & DESLEY 

Monday to Friday 9am - 5.30pm 
Saturday 9am- 12 noon 
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SUNBEAM FOODS UPDATE 
I ---------------------- -------] 

The 2003-dried vine fruit receival season is concluding and will produce mixed results, 
not only for growers, but also for processors and those marketing the fruit. Despite 
challenges in some areas Sunbeam strongly believes that there are many existing and 
undiscovered opportunities across the Australian and International markets. Some are 
listed below-

1. Sunbeam continues to lift its overall sales of dried vine fruit (2002/2003 by 13.8% and 
by much more in some areas e.g. the 40gm packs). Sales interest in high quality sultanas 
(5 and 6 crown) is strong and Sunbeam is continuing to locate markets for this type of 
fruit, especially in Europe and is managing to extract significant premiums over the 
commodity prices set by Turkey and Iran. A recent example is the sales to a top end 
German retail brand that had not sourced Australian fruit for 8 years. These markets and 
others may warrant supply of 10,000 to 15,000 tonnes of high quality sultana per year. 
Despite falling short of these levels this year, Sunbeam Foods is committed to long-term 
market development and will ensure that such interest is kept strong. Australian sultanas 
are highly valued internationally and are a continuing niche opportunity against our high 
volume competitors. 

2. Sunbeam acknowledges that costs need to be reduced to keep Australian fruit 
competitive. Improved processing efficiency will assist in improving grower returns. Our 
investments of over $2.3 million in new equipment, presently being commissioned, will 
see a processing line with greater capacity delivering much higher quality fruit to our 
customers. 

3. There is encouraging news for sunmuscats. Interest is being generated from emerging 
markets, such as Poland, and from Japan where sunmuscat is being viewed favourably for 
inclusion in new areas. The level of sale pricing is at close to that of sultana, which in 
many cases already has a premium. Although the price to growers was sinrllar to sultana, 
it has allowed customers to factor sunmuscat into their plans. This pricing may well allow 
an opportunity to sell at volume and build a case for stronger selling prices. 

4. Dried fruit is growing in demand because Sunbeam responded to consumer research 
suggesting it be taken "from back of pantry to front of mind". We continue to invest 
heavily in promotion and advertising as our industry has a proud history and it is timely 
we lift its profile. The sales results are impressive and 92% of what is sold is produced in 
Australia. 
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5. Sunbeam has the ability to fund higher 
returns to growers. This year Sunbeam was 
first to raise prices and despite some low 
yields growers did receive higher per tonne 
prices and we are pleased to report quality 
was generally good. Specifically the market 
is strong for currants and was reflected in the 
$1825 per tonne paid. There is good growth 
available for this variety and we encourage growers to consider currants as a planting 
option. There is also good demand for raisins and the price increased to $1650 per tonne. 
The domestic raisin market demands consistent supply and there is some export 
opportunity. 

6. Sunbeam acts on opportunities to assist growers in financing their business. This year 
hundreds of growers took up the option for harvest advances and Sunbeam provided over 
$2 milllion. Growers also had the flexibility of being paid the cash option to assist their 
cash flow. 

7. Sunbeam is committed to its supply base and has regularly offered contracts to dried 
fruit growers. We are continually building on the 200 growers already contracted. These 
contracts can offer pricing advantages and secure a market for growers fruit - year in year 
out. Importantly Sunbeam is confident to offer such opportunities for growers wishing to 
expand their business and will ensure growers are fully aware of market requirements. 

Sunbeam recognises these opportunities but knows they will only be implemented in 
partnership with dried fruit growers. Growers wishing to discuss them should contact a 
staff member listed below. 

Chris Ellis- General Manager, Supply and Processing- 5024 5203 
David Swain - Supply and Receivals Manager- 0407 834 044 
Alan Lister - Merbein, 0409 43 7 801 
Bernie Murpby- Irymple, 0418 502 828 
Lance Horsfall - Red Clijfs/Robinvale, 0409 026 001 
Peter Thompson - Coomealla/Nyah, 0409 960 234 
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• Sunbeam was the first company to significantly increase 
prices for currdnts and raisins in 2002. 

• Sunbeam was the firstt:omrany to <mnoun~ prices in 
2003 for sultana, curm.nt<> and raisins and with incre-ased 
prices compared to 2002. 

• Sunbeam was the only company in 2003 to offer 
payment options induUing ca-;h for all \'ariclics of dried 
\·ine fruit. 

• Sunbeam ha~ entered into long tem1 comm.cts with mer 
200 local growers and will incrt'<l.sc that to over 350 by 
the end of 2003. 

• Sunbeam advanced growers over$2 million in 2003 to 
assist with harrest expenses. 

• In 2002/03 over92 percent of all vine fruit sold by 
Sun~Jm was grown in Austmlia. 

Sunbeam has 1nn.-stcd orcr Sl million in fruit handllng 
systems lo successfully win hack business from imported 
fruit 

ln 2003 Sunbeam bas inYesi:L"d ovcr$2.3 million lnnew 
equipment to lower costs. impro\·e quality and improve 
grower rerurns. 

• ln2002/03 Sw.1be-.1m increased adn:n.ising suppon which 
included Capital City and Regional T ckvision and 
magazine ad1·ertislng. 



TRENDS IN SULTANA PRODUCTION & YIELD FORECASTING FOR 2004 

Paul Petrie & Peter Clingeleffer 
CSIRO Plant Industry, Horticulture Unit, Merbein, 3505 
There has been a very significant decline in production of the main 
dried fruit cultivar (Sultana) from 25,000ha in the 1950's to 
approximately IO,OOOha today. Hopefully the Sultana planted area 
has stabilized, as the total area planted in 2002 is very similar to the 
area planted in 200 L Removals have been matched by plantings in 
the last two years. ABS data suggests that 868 ha and 568 ha of 
Sultana vines were 'not yet bearing' in 2001 and 2002 respectively. 

To help compensate for the decline in planted art?a yield has doubled 
from approximately !Ot/ha (2.2 t/ha dried) in the 1950's to an average 
of 20t/ha (4.5t/ha dried) over the last 22 years. This trend has been 
attributed to re-development of vineyards with high yielding clones 
and rootstocks; lighter pruning on taller and wider trellises; improved 
water, nutrition and pest management, and the adoption of trellis 
drying to reduce losses in wet seasons. However, if average yields 
from 1980 to 2002 are considered separately there has been very little 
yield improvement over this period (Table 1). Further improvements 
in management practice, especially the re-development of vineyards 
onto state of the art training systems (e.g. the Shaw Swing Arm 
Trellis) should result in continual improvement in the average yield. 
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Total Sultana yield for 2002 increased from the previous season by 
48,500t to 2\6,0001. Of this 124,000t (27,500t dried) was used for 
dried fruit production, 65,000t was processed into wine, and 26,500t 
were table grapes. The production of dried fruit increased from 
16,000t (dried weight) in 2001, which was the lowest point in the last 
20 years. The 2002 result was due to a larger total crop and a decrease 
in the proportion of grapes being used for wine. Use of Sultana 
grapes for wine has fallen from the peak of 145,000t in 1996, to 
65,000t in 2002. Considering the general oversupply of wine grapes 
the continual use of approximately 30% of the Sultana crop for wine 
is surprising. Table grape production from Sultana remains relatively 
stable at approximately 25,000t of fresh fruit per year. 

CSIRO has been working with the ADFA t<i help predict dried fruit 
production for the past three seasons. Predictions are made at two 
stages for crop development, the first is carried out using a model of 
bud fruitfulness, and the second using counts of berries and bunches 
from selected grower properties after fruit set. 

The model developed by Jim Baldwin at Merbein is used to forecast 
the fruitfulness of the buds based on weather during a critical period 

in November-December of the previous season (ie. 15 
months before harvest). Long sunshine hours and warm 
temperatures induce higher inflorescence (flower bunch) 
numbers and thus higher fruit bunch numbers and yields. 
The model predicts the percentage of shoots that will carry 
at least one bunch at harvest. While it is a useful tool to 
suggest the likely yield in the fo11owing season it is not fool 
proof, as in addition to inaccuracies in the model, other 
events (e.g. weather at flowering and harvest) also impact on 
yield. Weather data for the three week sensitive period from 
November 15,2002, suggest that 60% of buds will be fruitful 
at harvest in 2004. Sixty percent bud fruitfulness is similar to 
the average value and was lower than expected considering 
the abnmmally high temperatures that were recorded in 
December 2002. However sunlight hours, and not 
temperature, are the major variable controlling the 
fruitfulness prediction, and the near record run of high 
temperatures began to occur as the sensitive period for 

Figure 1: Tr:ends in bearing area (ha) and yield (fresh weight, t!ha) of Australian 
Sultanas ( 1946-2002) (Source: ABS Viticulture statistics, 1946-2002) 

inflorescence initiation was finishing. Knowing that the 
yields in 2002/03 were lower than average, and that low 
yields have usually been followed by a high yield (figure 1), 
we could expect higher yield in 2003/04 than in the previous 
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Figure 2: Trends in Sultana utilisation for drying, wine and table grape 
purposes (1981-2002). (Source: ABS Viticulture statistics, 1981-2002) 
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season. 

The second yield prediction is made after fruit set, in January 
of the harvest year. These yield estimates have been 
conducted on approximately 30 properties in each of the past 
three years (Table 1 ). However to maintain consistency 
between years, only figures from 19 sites were used in this 
table as they were sampled in every year. 

The number of canes laid down per vine, the number of 
bunches on each cane, and the number of berries on each of 
the sampled bunches are counted and this allows the average 
number of berries per vine to be calculated. This yield 
prediction is far more accurate than the initial forecast, as it 
is closer to harvest. It can account for all of the components 
of yield except berry size, which accounts for 23% of yield 
variation between seasons for Sultana. 
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TRENDS IN SULTANA PRODUCTION & YIELD FORECASTING FOR 2004 

Season 
Bunches Berries Berries Yield 

/Vine /Bunch /Vine (t/ha) 

2000/01 29 288 7395 16.3 

2001/02 33 312 10197 20.9 

2002/03 36 210 7328 16 (est.*) 

* based on berry numbers and an average berry weight and not 
accounting for rain 
Table 1: Yield components of sampled properties and average 
regional Sultana yield 2001-2003 (fresh weight) (Yield data source: 
ABS Viticulture statistics, 2000-2002) 

Analysis of the yield components can help determine what events lead 
to high or low yields. The 2001/2002 season was characterised-by a very 
high number of benies per bunch. The high berry numbers may be due 
to high fruit set caused by lower than average temperatures (and a lack 
of heat stress) during flowering. It was also noted that berry sizes were 
larger than average during that season. The yield forecast for the just 
completed 2002/03 season looks similar to 2000/01 as the number of 
berries per vine are similar i.e. around 7300 benies giving an estimated 
yield of 16t/ha (fresh weight). Commercial experiences from the 
2002/03 harvest confirm the low yield estimate but fhe final data is not 
yet available from the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS). Once a 
history of yields and yield components has been developed, regional 
yield will be able to be predicted based on berry number per vine. 

FEDERAL COUNCIL OPEN DAY & NFF BRIEFS 

ADFA FEDERAL COUNCIL OPEN DAY 2003 

TUESDAY 22 JULY 2003, FROM IPM. 

GRAND HOTEL, MILDURA, MAIN BALLROOM 

The speakers/topics will include: 

• Industry Advisory Committee Reports - by Chairman, Barrie 

MacMillan. Includes reports on usage of marketing and R&D 

levies. 

• Market outlook reports - by both Angas Park Fruit Company 

and Sunbeam Foods. 

• Keynote speaker- to be finalised 

• Update reports on the two industry trusts established using 

remaining assets from the Victorian Dried Fruits Board and the 

Australian Dried Fruits Board. 

The Open Day is an information day for growers and other 

stakeholders and adequate time will be allowed for questions to 

be asked of presenters and the ADFA Board. Growers can attend 

all or some of the sessions. 

AFTERNOON TEA PROVIDED 

ALL GROWERS WELCOME 

NFF BRIEFS- FEDERAL BUDGET 
Drought Assistance- NFF has criticized the Federal Government's 
decision to reduce the funding allocation for drought assistance by 18% to 
$742m. 

Diesel Fuel Rebate - NFF has welcomed the announcement that the diesel 
fuel surcharge, which will start on 1 July 2003, will be rebatable until 2006, 
when high Sulphur fuel will no longer be available for sale. 

Regional Partnerships - extra funding of $62m for this program 

FannHelp- extension of the closing date from 30 November 2003 until 30 
June 2004, for farmers to apply for access to the FarmHelp program. 

Health - renewed funding for programs to boost the number of GPs in rural 
Australia 

Agriculture -Advancing Australia (AAA) Package - NFF has welcomed 
the foreshadowing of a continuation of the $800m initiative in the 2004-05 
Federal Budget 

Rural Counselling Service- $5.5m has been allocated for the continued 
funding of the Rural Finance Counselling Service (RFCS) program until 
June 2004 

National Action Plan on Salinity and Water Quality - funding of 
$113.8m provided. 

National Landcare Program- $38.3m for 2003/04 

Ashville Grape Harvesting 
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MECHANICAL GRAPE HARVESTING 
All varieties of wine grapes and dried grapes 

Single wire to 4ft wide trellis 
SWING ARM TRELLIS 

Bin trailers provided for wine and dried grapes 
Reliable, up to date machine, Experienced operator 

For more information please contact Ashley Munro 
0428840235 or 50253305 
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ANGAS PARK FRUIT COMPANY UPDATE 

COMPANY OVERVIEW: 
In such a trying year we want to thank our loyal growers 
who have continued their commitment to the dried fruit 
industry and to An gas Park. We, as a company, understand 
the dilemma's facing ail of us as an industry and the 
concerted effort to push, promote and market our product 
in new, fresh and innovative ways to increase our return 
from "paddock to plate" continues. 
We are methodical and consistent in our approach to 
become more cost effective and profitable in a global 
economy where imports play a major competitive role. 
Angas Park will be looking once again this year to 
forming long standing partnerships with growers in a bid 
to secure your future and ours. 
Angas Park will also be active in conducting auditing in 
accordance with the approved supplier program to help 
ensure that your product & ours will continue to be of the 
highest standard. We continue to believe that Australian 
dried fruit is 2nd to none & desire that our markets 
recognise and prefer our "Australian own" product in lieu 
of imports. 

SALES AND MARKETING 
Angas Park is pleased to note that our retail, export and 
wholesale segments are performing in line with projected 
forecasts for this period of the year. 
Even though it will be challenging as a result of the low 
vine crop and increased tree imports we are confident that 
as we move into the busiest half of the year our sales, 
marketing and promotional activity will continue to 
increase in momentum leading to greater success. 

FRUIT INTAKE: 
Early in the season we re-assessed our estimates based on 
the low crop yield and damage to reflect a realistic intake. 
Our projections were realised in both vine and tree fruit. 
We look forward to continuing to build on our 
relationships and commitment to our growers in the 
coming months into season 2004 and beyond. 
Angas Park and Kangara synergies are now being 
outworked as we move into the citrus intake. 
Please contact the oftice at Irymple or our field 
representatives to determine your citrus requirements for 
delivery to Kangara Foods P/L for season 2003. 
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Andree Wilksch 5024 7077 
Manager 

Barry Bottarns 0429 103 429 
Company Representative 

Terry Ebbels 0429 437 077 
Company Representative 

GRAPEVINE 
GRAFTLINGS 
&ROOTLINGS 

• Serving Australian Viticulture for 50 years. 
• AVIA accredited Nursery 
• Available for immediate planting as 12 month 

old grafted vines, container grown in bio
degradable Plant Bands: 
CARINA CURRANT ON RAMSEY 

• Available for planting this Winter as Grafted 
dormant 12 mth old field grown vines: 
CARINA CURRANTS ON K51-32 
CARINA CURRANTS ON RAMSEY 
CARINA CURRANTS ON RUGGERI 140 
SULTANA H5 ON RAMSEY 

• Hot Water Treated. 
• Trichoderma protected. 
• Taking orders now for 2003 & 2004 

requirements. 
• We also stock a full range of container grown: 

Olive, Citrus, Avocado & Pistachio Trees 

Sunraysia Nurseries, 
PO Box 45, Sturt Highway, 

GOL GOL, NSW, 2738 
Ph: 03 5024 8502 Fax: 03 5024 8551 
Email: sales@sunraysianurseries. com. au 

Website: www. sunraysianurseries. com. au 
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Qantaslink flies to over 55 destinations around Australia. Plus, we can connect you to the Qantas national and 
global network with ease. So whether you're flying for business or pleasure, you can count on Qantaslink 
to help you get there. For flight details or to book, see your licensed travel agent or call Qantas on 13 13 13. 

~OAN7ASLINK 
QXLEAOIOI. Eastern Australia Airlines Pty Ltd ABN 77 001 599 024, Sunstate Airlines (Qld) Pty Ltd ABN 82 009 734 703, Impulse Airlines Pty Ltd ABN 33 069 
720 243 and National Jet Systems Pty Ltd ABN II 008 279 203 as Qantaslink.lnternet address: qantas.com 



TRELLIS DRYING CASE STUDY & SUMMER PRUNING PREPARATIONS 

TRELLIS DRYING SUCCESS - FROM 2003 HARVEST 
In November 02, Mr Ray Grape,* a dried grape grower from Dareton, 
NSW attended the Trellis Drying Short Course being coordinated by the 
ADFA and conducted at the Department of Primary Industries, Sunraysia 
Horticultural Centre, Irymple. 

As a result, this grower made what he considers to have been one of his 
best management decisions. After attending the three-day course, he had 
the confidence to commit most of his sultana crop & all of his Carina 
currants to trellis drying. A small patch of older sultanas was judged 
unsuitable for trellis drying & hand picked & rack dtied using traditional 
methods. 

Course participants were provided with plans for a practical & affordable, 
non-recyclable nwetting machine". The plans used an existing spray plant 
with addition of a boom constructed of 50mm RHS tubing, plus nozzles 
for application & fittings to connect a fire-fighting pump to the boom, 
using the spray vat for supply of the wetting solution to the pump. 

About $70 was spent on materials & some existing nozzles from other 
equipment were used. This cost included welding rods, with Ray using his 
own time to build his "wetting machine boom" for trellis drying. 

In early November 2002, the grower had "crown picked" his currants. 
Sultanas were crown picked just prior to wetting application with bunches 
being laid on the bottom wire. After a test run of the wetting machine, the 
number of boom nozzles was reduced from 10 down to 5, as the "crown 
picking" enabled the grower to more efficiently direct the wetting solution 
below cordon height & reduce the number of spray nozzles necessary for 
excellent bunch penetration. 

On February 11th & 12th the sultanas were checked for Baume. With 
good test results, ''summer pruning" of sultanas on Shaw Swingann Trellis 
began & cutting of Carinas commenced. 

The cutting of 3 acres of Carinas on 300mm wide T-trellis required 4 
cutters for 5.5 hours. In order to locate the canes, foliage had to be pushed 
back by hand prior to making the cuts. The 6.5 acres of sultanas on Shaw 
Swingarm required only two people for 5 hours. The reduced labour costs 
with the advanced swing-arm design, was due to greatly improved 
visibility of canes & easy access to the cut location. 

Approximately 30,000 litres of drying emulsion solution was applied to 
6.5 acres of sultanas. Approximately 150 litres of drying emulsion & 
180kg of potash were applied in the non-recycled "one shot" application. 

A "crown picker" drove the tractor & the grower ran the fire fighting pump 
& petformed regular checks of bunches for coverage & bunch penetration 
of wetting solution. 

Three days after wetting application the tre11is drying fruit was inspected 
& a decision made that no spot & touch up re-spraying was required. 
Another 2.5 hrs labour was spent on re-inspecting "summer pruned " 
patches. About 15-20 canes had been missed, close to posts, in the 6.5 
acres on Swingarm. 

On 19th February heavy rain fell and was followed by a week of high 
humidity. The grower re-inspected the trellis drying patches (Carina's & 
Sultanas) after the rain. Some darkening had commenced in sultanas but 
no splitting, rots &.-moulds had occurred. The Carina currants were not 
affected. 

The remaining sultana crop on older vines was inspected & emergency 
picking implemented. Initial signs of slight ringing progressed rapidly to 
severe splitting of berries & major berry drop on the last day of picking. 
The hand picking commenced on 22nd and was Completed on the 27th 
February. 
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On March 17, contract harvesting was used, total cost $1,688 for currants 
& sultanas. Harvesting took 5.5 hours. Fruit was graded 4 crown for 
currants and 4 crown brown for sultanas. The late hand picked & rack 
dried fruit was graded 3 crown. 

Labour costs for crown picking & summer pruning were a total of $1,330 
(not including the growers own time). Cost estimates indicate that in 2003, 
a 45-50% reduction in employee harvest labour costs was achieved by 
trellis drying, compared to hand picking, transport & rack drying costs. 

The rain & high humidity event severely damaged many vine fruit crops 
in Sunraysia, including the sultanas on Ray's older patch of vines. These 
were hand picked & rack dried. Average grading received for the sultanas 
picked after the rain event and then rack dried, was 3 crown. Additional 
losses were due to high berry drop on the last day of hand picking. 

The Growers summary. 
"My decision to trellis dry after attending theADFA's Trellis Drying Short 
Course prior to harvest, was instrumental in saving the majority of my 
dried vine fruit crop in 2003. By trel1is drying, I achieved major labour 
cost savings of at least 45%, by my calculations. I also picked up a lot of 
useful hints from both presenters & other growers. During the field trips I 
also got to see the latest advances in trellis design. The next time there is 
another course similar to that one, I'll be there again". 

* Note- the grower's name has been changed by request, for the purpose 
of this article. 

PREPARATIONS FOR SUMMER PRUNING AND TRELLIS 
DRYING 
Article by Garry Watt 
Achieving maximum efficiency with summer pruning to enable the full 
labour saving advantages of trellis drying, requires some careful 
preplanning by the vineyard manager. The autumn/winter pruning 
operations are the ideal time to set up your vines for fast and efficient 
summer pruning operations prior to the following harvest. 

Pruning to Vigour On Conventional Trellis 
Sultanas are most fruitful from the seventh to the eleventh node and canes 
are norma11y trimmed to about fifteen buds before wrapping onto the 
wires. Canes with as many as 21 buds have been trialled in the past with 
considerable success by researchers at CSIRO Plant Industry, Merbein. * 

The published research indicates that if the total number of buds kept on 
the vine remains constant, then the length of the individual canes is of less 
importance. Fruitfulness has been demonstrated to only slowly decrease 
after the 14th bud. 

The number of canes retained for the following season will primarily 
depend on the health & vigour of the vine. Here, the experience of the 
grower is of major importance. Soil types, rootstock varieties, irrigation 
system, plant nutrition levels, pest and disease, plus historic production 
levels all play a part in detennining the number of canes to be retained. 

From 8 to 10 canes for canes of moderate vigour on "own roots1
' vines, 

through to 20 canes on high petformance, very vigourous vines on 
rootstocks, may be retained at the discretion of the grower. Vines on 
conventional trellis may have as little as 4-6 canes during the first year of 
production, however development of modern, advanced "hanging cane" 
cordon based systems suitable for mechanization is preferable. Where a 
grower is unsure of the number of canes to retain due to previous lack of 
experience with the patch of vines, the best policy is to seek assistance 
from other experienced growers and industry sources such as the 
Department of P1imary Industries or NSW Agriculture. 

Continued next page 
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SUMMER PRUNING (CONT) & CURRENT ASSISTANCE 

Continued from previous page 
Desirable characteristics for replacement canes include good brown 
colour, average thickness, short internode space, (distance between the 
buds) & canes coming from the crown. Canes exposed to light during 
development are generally more fruitful than those shaded within a dense 
canopy. 

The policy of "Pruning to Vigour" holds equally well for other cane
pruned varieties. The internodal distance, or space between buds on canes 
of Carina currants is often much smaller than with sultanas. There will be 
substantially more buds on the length of cane when compared to sultanas. 
Again, the total number of buds retained on the vine should be dependant 
of the vigour of the vine and the grower's knowledge of past harvest 
performance. 

The alln of cane pruning is to achieve a balanced vine, that is one where 
the number of canes, or the total number of retained buds on the vine 
during this winters' pruning operations, results in an acceptable fruit yield 
next harvest, plus an equal number of new growth replacement canes 
available for the following season. 

A Summary of Winter operations for Swing Arin Tre1Iis 
Undo the floating wire and remove old canes with a wire lifting bar on 
a tractor fork. Where canes have been rolled onto the bottom wire, a 
mechanical cane stripper will reduce manual labour input required for 
this task. 

Pruning the Cordon. Canes that are too short to be caught by the 
floating wire should be cut back to one clear bud or short spurs. Vme 
vigour and past crop performance will determine the number of canes 
or total number of buds retained. A rough rule of thumb is 1.5 canes 
per 30cm of cordon on healthy vines. Most of the leaves will need to 
be gone from the vine for acceptable visibility before the cordon 
trimming is started. Avoid leaving the majority of canes close to the 
trunk as this can be detrimental to cordon health. 

Locate the floating wire to trap the new canes. The wire that 
previously held canes above the fruiting zone can be lifted out and 
pushed over into the hook on the swing arm to pin new canes against 
the top wire. 

Undo the bottom brace and push over to the other side. Complete this 
task for the length of the row for easier tipping, particularly if the 
swing arm wires are tight. 

Swing the trellis over making sure the wire length is adequate for 
tipping. The removable top arm may be passed to the other side and the 
additional foliage wire inserted into its slot. 

Tuck in any escaped canes. Separate any crowded canes and trim all 
canes to a length of approximately 150rnm below the bottom wire 
unless rolling canes onto the bottom wire for increased stability and a 
greater number of retained buds. Use metal clips to secure the canes 
between the fixed and floating wires if necessary. 

* A.J.Ancliff, W.J. Webster, & P.May, 
Australian Journal of Agricultural Research, Studies on the Sultana Vine, 
Volumes 6,7,8,12, C.S.I.R.O. Plant Industry, Merbein, Victoria 
The ADFA thanks P.Jones, I. Shaw, H. Tankard & I.Lolacono (C.S.I.R.O. 
Plant Industry, Merbein) for assistance with preparation of this article. 
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FARM HELP • FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE FOR GROWERS 
(CURRENT AS AT 14MAY 2003) 
Horticulturists experiencing financial difficulty due to a variety of 
problems in the Sunraysia/Mallee district, may be able to obtain help 
through a scheme designed for farmers. 

Farm Help was designed for fanners by the department of Agriculture, 
Fisheries & Forestry Australia (AFFA) & is administered by Centrelirtk. 
Measures available include: 

a) Income Support- for up to 12 months, subject to an income test and 
off farm asset test. The maximum rates as at 20/3/2003 are $342.80 pw 
married ($17,825.60pa) and $190.05 pw single ($9,882.60pa). 

b) Professional Advice -up to $3000 per family is available to obtain 
financial, business, personal or legal advice. Growers may obtain 
access to the professional advice component without qualifying for 
other aspects of farm help. 

c) Re-establishment Grant- up to $45,000 for farmers who leave the farm 
with net assets of less than $100,000. Partial grants are available so 
long as the net assets do not exceed $167,500 when the farm is sold. A 
retraining grant of up to $3500 may also be available after the farm is 
sold. 

Whilst it is possible to accept an ''income estimate" for the current year, 
Centrelink will need the last 2 available tax returns. A farmer's 
sons/daughters, who have been involved full time on the farm for at least 
2 years, may also be eligible for income support. More information about 
the Farm Help scheme is available from your accountant, the Sunraysia 
Rural Counselling Service or Centrelink. Information is also available on 
the AFFA and Centrelink websites. 

Farm Help applicants need to obtain a certificate of ''inability to obtain 
finance". All local bankers are familiar with the scheme. Importantly, 
there is no requirement to sell the farm. 

Other Centrelink options - farmers should check that they are receiving 
the correct (maximum) Centrelink entitlements available to their family. 
Some older or retired fanners may not be aware of their potential pension 
entitlements. 

If you are experiencing a tough season please do not "self assess", why not 
have your situation looked at by someone who is familiar with the 
assistance available and is able to check if you have any entitlement. The 
only sure way to have your entitlement assessed is to lodge an application. 

Contacts: 
Centre/ink Rural Contact Staff- (03) 50516412 
Sunraysia Rural Counselling Service- (03) 50220799 
Your Accountant 
Internet Address 
www.affa.gov.au (search for farm help) 
www.centrelink.gov.au or www.facs.gov.au 
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*20% OFF APPLIES TO GROWMART'S NORMAL RRP 

on all merchandise EXCEPT chemicals, 
fertilizer, posts, wire and harvest goods 

FOR ADFA MEMBERS 
ONLY WHEN YOU SHOW 

YOUR ADFA CARD 
Enquire at your local GROWMART store 

MILDURA (8th St), MILDURA (l5th St) 
COOMEALLA, RED CUFFS, NANGILOC, 

ROBINVALE & NYAH WEST 

Owned by the farmers and community of Sunraysia 


